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Narford Hall, Norfolk, is at once one of England’s 
most architecturally significant houses, yet also one of 
its most mysterious. Chief amongst these mysteries is 
the identity of the architect of the house commissioned 
at the start of the eighteenth century by Andrew 
Fountaine Sr. (1634 – 1707). In this article I show that 
Narford Hall was not the only house to have been built 
by Fountaine. Brookmans Park, Hertfordshire, was 
erected to his commission in the 1680s. This house, 

destroyed in 1891, has received scant attention from 
architectural historians. Yet the design of Brookmans 
casts an interesting light on that of Narford. Here 
I outline the evidence relating to the building of 
Brookmans Park and argue that it shows that Andrew 
Fountaine Sr. was a man with a close interest in 
architecture and, more speculatively, that he may 
have been an amateur architect.

Like Father Like Son:  the architecturaL 
Patronage oF andrew Fountaine Sr.

a l e x a n d e r  e c h l i n

Fig. 1: narford hall, norfolk, engraving by e. roberts, from t. cromwell, Excursions through Norfolk, volume ii, 
(London, 1819); the house built by andrew Fountaine Sr. from 1702, surrounded by later alterations,  

consists of the central, pedimented three bays and the two bays on either side. (© Alec Barr)
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in last year’s Georgian Group Journal, william 
kelley and i presented a new attribution to Sir 

andrew Fountaine (1676–1753) of narford hall.1 the 
purpose of the present article is to draw attention 
to the architectural patronage of Sir andrew 
Fountaine’s father, also named andrew Fountaine 
(but never knighted). Fountaine Sr. remains 
something of an enigmatic figure, whose name is 
most familiar – for all the wrong reasons – to legal 
historians. an extended series of lawsuits in which 
he was involved have become notorious.2 From an 
architectural perspective, Fountaine is remembered 
only for having commissioned narford hall in c.1700 
(Fig. 1). narford – best known for the Palladian 
and roman neoclassical additions designed by 
Sir andrew Fountaine, executed between c.1717 
and 1740 – was not, however, the first house to 

have been built by andrew Fountaine Sr., who had 
commissioned Brookmans Park, hertfordshire, 
in the 1680s.3 architectural historians have largely 
ignored Brookmans ever since its destruction by 
fire in 1891. the parallels between the rebuilding of 
Brookmans, and that of narford twenty years later, 
are striking. in both cases Fountaine Sr. demolished 
a pre-existing house and built ab initio, according to 
the latest architectural fashion.

in what follows, having considered the 
details of andrew Fountaine Sr.’s biography, i 
examine the history of his architectural patronage. 
commissioning two new houses within a space of 
twenty years bespeaks a keen interest in architecture 
on the part of Fountaine Sr.. the paucity of evidence 
relating to Brookmans and narford means that 
the architects of both houses remain unidentified. 
Fountaine, however, can be seen to have moved 
in architectural circles, and may even have been 
involved to some extent in the design of both houses.

the life of andrew fountaine sr.

andrew Fountaine was born in Salle, norfolk, 
in 1634, the youngest son of Brigg Fountaine, a 
barrister, and his wife, Joanna.4 Fountaine was 
himself admitted to the inner temple on 29 May 
1655, though he was never called to the Bar.5 
in the seventeenth century this was far from 
unusual: in geoffrey tyack’s memorable words, 
the seventeenth-century inns of court served 
as much to provide ‘an agreeable place in which 
the aristocratic jeunesse dorée could prolong 
their adolescence’ as they did to furnish aspiring 
barristers with a legal education.6 whilst resident at 
the inner temple in the 1650s Fountaine befriended 
John coke, another norfolkman (from holkham).7 
this friendship was ultimately to become hostile 
– resulting in the litigation that plagued Fountaine 
for a substantial period of his later life – but the two 
men remained close throughout the 1650s and 60s. 

Fig. 2. Memorial to theophila Fountaine, (1671), St Mary’s 
church, north Mymms, hertfordshire. (© Alec Barr)
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From 1657 they travelled together abroad, Fountaine 
even being said to have rescued coke from certain 
drowning when they were involved in a shipwreck.8 
upon their return to england in 1660, coke fell 
out with his father, was forbidden from living in the 
family home, and was taken in by the Fountaines.9 
this impasse came to an end with the death of 
coke’s father in 1661, upon which coke inherited 
considerable wealth and embarked on a further 
period of foreign travel. Philip Skippon met coke 
in Florence in 1664, with coke informing him that 
he was en route to constantinople.10 it is unclear 
whether or not he made it that far or, indeed, if 
Fountaine was with him in italy.

we next hear of andrew Fountaine on the 
occasion of his marriage to theophila welle, 
a widow, in norfolk on 15 august 1669.11 this 
marriage, however, was short lived: theophila 
Fountaine died in october 1671. it seems probable 
that she died as a result of childbirth: six months 
after his wife’s death, Fountaine’s daughter, also 
named theophila, died aged six months. a 
memorial in St Mary’s, north Mymms, the parish 
church for Brookmans Park, commemorates the 
daughter’s premature death (Fig. 2). andrew 
Fountaine remarried shortly afterwards, wedding 
Sarah chicheley, the daughter of Sir thomas 
chicheley of wimpole hall, cambridgeshire, at St 
giles-in-the-Fields on 29 april 1672.12 despite the 
considerable gap in age between Fountaine and his 
new bride (she was around twenty years his junior) 
the marriage seems initially to have been happy. 
this – and much of the Fountaine family’s life over 
the next twenty years – is documented by a series of 
letters between Sarah Fountaine’s sister elizabeth, 
her husband, richard Legh of Lyme Park, cheshire, 
and several other members of the Legh family.13 
on 1 november 1673, for instance, we learn from 
richard Legh that ‘my sister Fountain i went to 
see this morning but she & her husb: went abroad 
together two hours before, they say she is really very 
fond of him’.14 Six days later Legh declared that 

‘Fount: & Sarah are mighty gratious, i doe beleeve 
she is fonder of him than any couple are in towne’.15 
on 8 november Legh wrote to his wife to report 
that ‘this day i was wth my Sis: Fount: who sitts for 
her picture att Mr dixons, her husband sweares he 
abuseth her & her face is better than he can draw 
itt’.16 the Fountaines’ first son, andrew Jr., was 
born in 1676.17 two further children, Brigge and 
elizabeth, survived into adulthood.18

this happy state of affairs, however, was not to 
last. the death of Fountaine’s first wife in 1671 was 
a portent of a tumultuous decade. in about 1670 the 
friendship between Fountaine and John coke began 
to turn sour. the immediate cause of this rift was a 
dispute over money – coke, using funds inherited on 
his father’s death, had invested in several properties 
throughout the 1660s.19 Some of these had 
apparently been acquired with coke’s money, but in 
Fountaine’s name.20 coke had, moreover, transferred 
various sums of cash to Fountaine. tensions over 
these transactions first emerged in 1670.21 any 
possibility that differences between the two men 
could be resolved amicably disappeared when coke 
died in 1671. Several of coke’s heirs launched legal 
action against Fountaine in an attempt to regain what 
they perceived to be rightfully theirs. the history of 
this litigation was long and fraught, and occupied 
Fountaine’s attention up until the early 1690s.22 

the effect of these lawsuits on Fountaine’s 
personal life was disastrous. in the first place 
he struggled to pay his lawyers’ fees.23 ongoing 
appearances in court placed Fountaine under 
considerable stress. in January 1678/9 richard 
Legh wrote to his wife to tell her that ‘My Bror 
Fount: is sick of the fretts, & i cannot blame him, 
he thought to have putt in his business, into ye Lrd 
h: & his councell neglected till itt was too late & 
now he must pay the money or ly or fly, my sister 
cry’d sadly about itt yesterd’.24 Fountaine seems to 
have reacted to this anxiety by turning to drink. in 
april 1675, for example, Legh wrote to his wife to 
say that, on visiting the Fountaines, he found ‘poor 
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Sarah overjoy’d to see us, & that beast her husb: 
forcing drinke att that rate upon Masters & servts 
that nothing but him cold have done itt, att last he 
concluded his drinke was bad or his company wch 
made us refuse itt’.25 Sarah Fountaine’s family, by the 
1680s, had turned against her husband entirely. in 
november 1683 elizabeth Legh’s sister-in-law wrote 
to her to report that: 

‘poore Mrs Fountaine hath obtained the favour from 
her madd husband to goe to bell bar, to board with 
her nurse… i dout not, but Mrs Langley hath told you 
the tragecall storys of his drunken ill usedge of her, 
& now robbing her of what she had left of jewells or 
any thing she had, yesterday she left the towne before 
i could see her, & glad she was gone, for he would 
faine have recanted his leave, & had her lived under 
his tirany still. his law sutes goe well thars no excuse 
for his passion now, but he makes himselfe madd with 
debauchery & drunkenesse. she is a poore miserable 
creature & wants all our prayers’.26 

it is difficult to disagree with the verdict of Lady 
newton, the historian of the Legh family, who wrote 
of Sarah leading ‘a most unhappy life’ with her 
husband.27

over the course of the 1670s and 80s the 
Fountaines divided their time between Brookmans 
Park and London. in correspondence from 1686 
Sarah Fountaine mentions the family renting a 
house near the temple for £5 a month.28 andrew 
Fountaine himself retained chambers in the inner 
temple throughout the 1670s and early 1680s.29 
his presence in London was made necessary, not 
only by court appearances, but also by his election 
as MP for newton, in two elections in 1679 and a 
further election in 1681.30 Fountaine obtained this 
seat because of the patronage of his brother-in-law 
richard Legh (who had himself served as MP for 
newton in the 1660s).31 Sir thomas chicheley, 
Sarah Fountaine’s father, had begged Legh to come 
to the family’s assistance in Februrary 1678/9: ‘i 
must desire you to help my son Fountain, for he is a 
most unfortunate man else’.32 Sarah Fountaine had 
also written to her brother to implore him to help 

her husband in finding a seat in Parliament.33 her 
despair is made plain by the way in which she signed 
off her letter: ‘Methinks i long to hear certainly 
whethere you can effect the business or noe; for ‘tis 
uneasy to live between hope and feare, though i have 
been pretty well used to itt since we had to doe with 
the Law’.34 Fountaine was largely inactive as an MP, 
suggesting that he had sought election to Parliament 
for the practical advantage that MPs could not be 
imprisoned as debtors.35 with mounting legal costs, 
this threat must have been very real.

the various lawsuits against Fountaine finally 
finished in the early 1690s. Fountaine relocated to 
norfolk, his ancestral county, where he lived out the 
rest of his days at narford. he died in 1707 and is 
buried in St Mary’s, narford.36

andrew fountaine and brookmans park

in 1666 andrew Fountaine purchased Brookmans 
Park, in the south of hertfordshire, from Sir william 
dudley.37 the acquisition of the house, located a 
mere fifteen miles from London, was later to prove 
a matter of controversy: Lady astley (one of coke’s 
heirs) brought litigation in the chancery courts in 
1673, alleging that, although the estate was placed in 
Fountaine’s name, it had been paid for with coke’s 
money and, consequently, was held by Fountaine on 
trust for coke.38 Fountaine disputed this, stating that 
he had bought Brookmans with his own funds.  
the court, after some delay, decided in Fountaine’s 
favour in 1676. Fountaine retained the estate until  
he sold it to Lord Somers for £8,000 in 1702 
(the year in which the rebuilding of narford hall 
commenced).39 the house changed owners several 
more times before coming into the possession of 
the gaussen family in 1786; it remained with the 
gaussens until it was destroyed by fire in 1891.40 
the burnt out walls of the house could still be seen 
in 1910 but have since been pulled down.41 only the 
stables survived the fire; they were used initially as 
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a house and now form the clubhouse of Brookmans 
Park golf club.42 the clubhouse, parkland 
(including two fine cedars), and a flight of steps 
decorated with urns are the only evidence that there 
was ever a manor house on the site (Figs. 3 & 4).

the presence of the memorial to theophila 

Fountaine in north Mymms church (from 1671) 
suggests that Fountaine spent time throughout the 
1670s at Brookmans as well as the temple. however, 
in the early 1680s, Fountaine initiated rebuilding 
work on the house that he had owned for some 
fourteen years. ongoing construction is made clear 

Figs. 3 & 4. the clubhouse and parkland, Brookmans Park (© Alec Barr);  
the flight of steps and decorative urns can be identified in Fig. 6.
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by a letter written by Sarah Fountaine to her brother-
in-law in March 1681, in which she states that her 
husband ‘stays behind awhile to pay his workmen 
some money to encourage them to go on apace with 
my house’.43 

what was the extent of this building work? 
the earliest literary sources all agree that Fountaine 
built a new house from scratch. Sir henry chauncy, 
the historian of hertfordshire who died in 1719, 
wrote of Brookmans that andrew Fountaine ‘built 
a very fair house upon this Manor in the Year 1682, 
from whence you have a pleasant prospect from  
the front thereof towards the east over essex, 
and from the back thereof towards the west 
into Bedfordshire; it…lies within the Leet of 
northmymms’.44 nathaniel Salmon in The History 
of Hertfordshire (1728) repeated chauncy’s assertion 
that Fountaine built an entirely new house.45 
Salmon claimed of Brookmans that Sir william 
dudley ‘about the Year 1666, conveyed it to andrew 
Fountain of Saul in norfolk, esq; who built the 
Seat that is upon it in 1682. it is handsome and 
well situated’.46 that Fountaine demolished the 
old house and started rebuilding afresh is further 
corroborated by a legal document drawn up during 
the course of the sale of Brookmans to Lord Somers 
in 1702: this describes the house as a ‘new-erected 
messuage’.47 henry george oldfield, who made a 
series of topographical drawings in hertfordshire 
in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, 
stated that Sir william dudley had owned 
Brookmans Park, but that he then ‘about the year 
1666 conveyed it to andrew Fountaine esq who 
built the seat 1682’.48 it was reported, moreover, 
at the start of the twentieth century (shortly after 
Brookmans had burnt down) that the date 1680 had 
been on the spouting of the house.49

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century accounts are 
unanimous in the view that Fountaine demolished 
the old house at Brookmans and built a new one ab 
initio. Some twentieth-century historians, however, 
cast doubt on this, suggesting that Fountaine simply 

altered a pre-existing house. The Victoria History 
of the County of Hertford, edited by william Page, 
was the first modern work to question the earlier 
consensus.50 of the few subsequent architectural 
historians to have considered Brookmans, J.t. Smith, 
without citing any evidence beyond the Victoria 
History, considered it probable that Fountaine ‘only 
altered and enlarged’ the house already on site.51 
Most accounts, however, continue to favour the view 
that Fountaine built a new house at Brookmans. the 
royal commission on historical Monuments took 
this stance, as did Sir nikolaus Pevsner and Bridget 
cherry in The Buildings of England volume on 
hertfordshire.52 two studies of Brookmans Park by 
local historians also adopt the earlier position.53 Paul 
hunneyball, in Architecture and Image-Building 
in Seventeenth-Century Hertfordshire (2004) dated 
Brookmans Park to the end of the seventeenth 
century, rather than the 1630s.54 

which of these conflicting positions does the 
evidence support? the Victoria History based the 
belief that Fountaine only altered a pre-existing 
house on a survey of the Brookmans estate. this 
survey, made at some point in the second half of 
the 1630s,55 described Brookmans as a ‘faire house 
new built with brick with all convenient and well 
contrived roomes, as a faire hall, two parlors, kitchin, 
buttery, milk house, divers convenient cellers with 
faire upper chambers, most of the roomes well 
wainscoted strongly built…’56 the valuation also 
notes that one John walker was paying the relatively 
modest sum of £2 a year ‘for the old mansion house 
tenant at will’.57 the Victoria History repeated the 
standard view that Fountaine bought Brookmans in 
1666 and ‘is supposed to have pulled down the old 
mansion and erected a new one’.58 an accompanying 
footnote, however, introduced an element of 
scepticism, stating that ‘From a survey of the house 
and lands of Brookmans, taken in 1638, it seems 
more probable that the house was built at about that 
time, for in this survey are enumerated the various 
rooms “of a fair house new built with brick”, for 
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which Mr Pinder paid yearly £36’.59 the Victoria 
History says nothing more of the architecture of 
Brookmans, beyond noting that the house burnt 
down at the end of the nineteenth century.60 

the survey – dating from the 1630s – cannot by 
itself act as evidence as to the extent of the rebuilding 
of the early 1680s. the distinction drawn between 
the ‘old’ and ‘new’ houses is mysterious. however,  
in the context of the overwhelming consensus 
on the part of sources compiled after Fountaine 
had acquired Brookmans, the Victoria History’s 
supposition, based exclusively on a document 
dating from around thirty years before Fountaine 
bought the estate, does not appear credible. the 
idea that Fountaine would not have gone to the 
bother of demolishing a pre-existing house in order 
to rebuild according to his own taste – as implied by 

The Victoria County History – is disproved by the 
fact that he did precisely that, a second time, twenty 
years later.61 at narford, Fountaine had the old 
house (which he had acquired in 1690) demolished 
in 1702, so that he could erect a new one on its site.62

Furthermore, the architectural evidence supports 
the view that Fountaine built a new house in the 
1680s. this consists of a topographical drawing 
by henry george oldfield (Fig. 5), produced 
towards the end of the eighteenth century, and a 
series of photographs taken of the house shortly 
before it burnt down (Figs. 6, 7, 8 & 9).63 whilst the 
earliest of these depictions dates, admittedly, from 
a century after Fountaine’s building work (such 
that subsequent alterations and enlargements are 
probable), all of them point to a house that was built 
in the 1680s, rather than the 1630s.64 the house 

Fig. 5. topographical drawing of Brookmans Park, henry george oldfield, late eighteenth/early  
nineteenth-century. (© Hertfordshire Archives and Local Studies)
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shown in oldfield’s drawing and the photographs is 
almost a perfect example of the type of gentry house 
that became popular under charles ii. Such houses, 
as giles worsley has written, were astylar and were 
influenced by the country house architecture of Sir 
roger Pratt and hugh May. in worsley’s words, 
Pratt’s work from the 1660s (notably at kingston 
Lacy, dorset, and horseheath, cambridgeshire) can 
be seen to have ‘established a standard design for the 
country house – a double-pile, two-storey, tripartite, 
pedimented house with raised basement, hipped 
roof and dormers – which...[became]… the standard 
pattern for larger country houses in the decades 
after the restoration’.65 these houses, pioneered by 
Pratt and May, spread rapidly throughout england, 
as is made clear by their prevalence in Britannia 
Illustrata (1707), which features seven examples of 
this kind of house, all constructed between 1670 and 
1692.66 this trend did not bypass hertfordshire, 
where, in Paul hunneyball’s words, a form of house 

became popular from the 1680s which ‘amounted 
to little more than a rectangular, barely ornamented 
two-storey box with a hipped roof, each storey of 
approximately equal height, and with the central 
three bays slightly projecting and surmounted 
by a pediment’.67 this corresponds perfectly to 
oldfield’s drawing of Brookmans. Moreover, of 
the features identified by worsley as defining the 
archetypal gentry house of the 1680s, Brookmans 
lacks only a raised basement and (in oldfield’s 
drawing, at least) dormers.

thus, early literary sources, a legal document 
dating from the start of the eighteenth century, and 
the architectural evidence all suggest that andrew 
Fountaine demolished the old manor house at 
Brookmans Park and built a new house from 
scratch. the fact that he did the same thing when he 
subsequently acquired narford hall lends further 
support to this view. 

Fig. 6. Brookmans Park; the house viewed from the gardens; the flight of steps survives today (Fig. 4),   
photograph from the second half of the nineteenth century. (From the archive of Historic England, AA85/00164)
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brookmans park and narford hall: 
andrew fountaine sr. as  

architectural patron

the similarities between narford hall and 
Brookmans Park are not confined to the 
circumstances in which they were constructed. 
narford, as rebuilt from 1702, is another example of 
the Pratt/May country house which flourished in the 
decades after 1680. according to early depictions 
of narford hall – which include a plan of the house 
from c.1700, two topographical drawings by edmund 
Prideaux from the 1740s, and several engravings 
from the early nineteenth century (Fig. 1) – the house 
built in 1702 was tripartite, formed of a three-bay, 
pedimented centre, flanked by side wings of two 
bays.68 although surrounded by later alterations, this 
part of the house survives. a seven-bay house, with a 
pedimented three-bay centre, was the same formula 
that had been used at Brookmans Park. given that 
the same individual commissioned the two houses 

twenty years apart, this similarity is unsurprising. 
the architects of both Brookmans and narford 

remain unidentified. Steven Parissien, John harris 
and howard colvin, in their 1987 report on 
narford, mooted the possibility that henry Bell, the 
gentleman architect best known for the customs 
house in king’s Lynn, might have been responsible 
for the house.69 this attribution was based 
exclusively on the proximity of Bell’s hometown 
(king’s Lynn) to narford, and on certain stylistic 
similarities.70 these similarities, however, are far 
from overwhelming, and there is no documentary 
evidence to connect Bell – who, in any case, is 
better known as an architect of town houses, public 
buildings and churches than he is of country houses 
– to the design of narford.71 given the paucity of 
evidence relating to Brookmans, no architectural 
historian has even attempted an attribution.

once the connection between Brookmans 
and narford is made, however, several hypotheses 

Fig. 7. Brookmans Park; the house viewed from the exterior, photograph from the second half of the  
nineteenth century. (From the archive of Historic England, AA85/00166)
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emerge. in the first place, twice going to the trouble 
(and considerable expense, particularly for a man 
facing financial difficulties) of demolishing and 
building a new house according to the latest fashion 
reveals a keen interest in architecture on the part 
of Fountaine Sr.. at the very least he can be seen 
to have been a patron with an enthusiasm for 
architecture. More speculatively, as both houses are 
so similar, it is possible that Fountaine had some say 
in their design, either overseeing, and co-operating 
with, an architect (who may or may not have been 
the same person at Brookmans and narford), or 
himself taking the initiative in design, leaving the 
details of construction to an executant builder. there 
is no known documentary evidence to distinguish 
between these alternatives. the details of Fountaine’s 
life, however, suggest several sources for his interest 
in architecture.72 

Fountaine Sr. counted fellow architectural 
enthusiasts, and even amateur architects, in his 
immediate family. Sir thomas chicheley, Fountaine’s 
father-in-law by his second marriage, was an 
acknowledged authority on architecture. on 27 
august 1666 John evelyn noted that chicheley’s 
advice had been sought on the state of repair of 
St Paul’s cathedral.73 the fact that the other men 
consulted included evelyn, Pratt, May and Sir 
christopher wren demonstrates the esteem in which 
chicheley’s opinion was held.74 robert hooke’s diary 
also makes mention of chicheley having acted as an 
architectural consultant for richard Busby, the head 
Master of westminster School, on ‘Solomon’s Porch’, 
part of the north transept of westminster abbey.75

it is possible that chicheley was himself the 
architect of wimpole hall, as rebuilt from c.1640.76 
the house attracted considerable attention, even as 
it was being constructed, because of the novelty of its 
layout. John Layer, the historian of cambridgeshire 
who died in 1640, noted that at wimpole thomas 
chicheley ‘is now erecting an extraordinary curious 
neat house near the antient site’.77 wimpole hall 
was amongst the first english houses to drop the 

conventional h-plan, whereby a central great hall is 
flanked by two side wings at a perpendicular angle.78 
at wimpole, chicheley developed an arrangement in 
which the side wings ran parallel to the main part of 
the house, rather than at a right angle.79 in the words 
of david Souden, from chicheley’s house plan it 
was ‘but a small step… to the true “double-pile” 
house’.80 wimpole hall, for Souden, ‘contributed to 
the development of the typical later Stuart country 
house’.81 Pratt, a friend of chicheley’s, remarked in 
passing (without expressing judgment) that he was 
familiar with wimpole hall in his notebooks.82

wimpole hall was not the only significant 
country house with which members of Fountaine’s 
immediate family were associated. his uncle 

Fig. 8. Brookmans Park; the house viewed from the gardens, 
photograph from the second half of the nineteenth century. 

(From the archive of Historic England, AA85/00167)
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robert henley (who was only ten years older than 
Fountaine) had commissioned a new house at 
the grange, hampshire, from william Samwell 
in the 1660s.83 as howard colvin has written, 
Samwell was ‘a gentleman architect of the same 
sort as hugh May and roger Pratt, and his houses 
are excellent examples of the type which became 
fashionable in england immediately after the 
restoration’.84 ongoing construction work at the 
grange throughout the 1670s might have inspired 
Fountaine’s decision to rebuild Brookmans in a 
similar style the next decade.

From the limited details we know of his life, 
moreover, it is apparent that Fountaine moved in 
the same circles as many gentleman architects. 
Living, on and off, in the temple for some twenty-
five years from the 1650s would have afforded 
him the opportunity to meet many of the leading 
architectural practitioners of his day. Sir roger Pratt 
lived in the inner temple throughout the 1650s 
and 60s, retaining chambers there until the 1670s 
(though he spent increasing amounts of time at 
ryston, his estate in north norfolk, upon inheriting 
it in 1667).85 Pratt was not the only architect to have 
read for the Bar and to have resided in the temple: 
william Samwell, robert henley’s architect at 

the grange, had lived in the temple from 1648 
to 1656.86 roger north was largely based at the 
temple throughout the 1670s and 80s, designing 
a new classical gateway for the Middle temple 
in 1683–84.87 the temple, one of the centres of 
London’s book trade, acted as an intellectual hub in 
the second half of the seventeenth century. it would 
have been the perfect milieu in which to absorb the 
latest architectural ideas, not least whilst the city 
of London was being rebuilt by wren, hooke and 
others after the great Fire in 1666.88 the inner and 
Middle temple were themselves substantially rebuilt 
in a restrained classicism in the aftermath of the 
great Fire, and of several smaller fires in the 1670s 
and 80s.89

in his writings on architecture Sir roger Pratt 
suggested two criteria which an aspiring amateur 
architect ought to meet. Such an ‘ingenious 
gentleman’, according to Pratt, should, first, have 
travelled abroad and thereby ‘been somewhat versed 
in the best authors of arch: viz. Palladion, Scamozzi, 
Serlio etc’.90 Fountaine, as we have seen, had enjoyed 
a considerable period of foreign travel in the 1650s. 
we do not know for certain where he travelled, but it 
is probable that italy, France and the Low countries 
would have been on his itinerary (John coke, his 

Fig. 9. Brookmans Park; the house viewed from the west, photograph from the second half of the nineteenth century. 
(From the archive of Historic England, AA85/00165)
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companion, embarked on a second period of travel, 
possibly accompanied by Fountaine, in the 1660s, 
during which he visited italy).91

Pratt recommended, secondly, that the would-
be architect make a close study of architectural 
books.92 the earliest known catalogue of the library 
at narford hall dates from the second half of the 
eighteenth century.93 Sir andrew Fountaine, a 
dedicated bibliophile, was renowned as a collector of 
books by his contemporaries. But is it not possible 
that Sir andrew was adding to a collection that 
had already been started by his father? the library 
catalogue does not note the date at which the books 
listed came into the narford library. Most of the key 
architectural books available to an amateur architect 
in the second half of the seventeenth century feature 
in the catalogue, including the major works of 
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century italy (Palladio, 
Scamozzi, Serlio and alberti) and France (Perrault, 
desgodetz, androuet and de L’orme) as well as 
multiple editions of Vitruvius.94

a final link between Fountaine and many 
gentleman architects of his day was his ancestral 
county. it is striking how many amateur architects 
hailed from, or moved to, norfolk: from Sir roger 
townshend rebuilding raynham hall to his own 
designs in the 1620s, through to Pratt, Bell and 
north in the second half of the seventeenth century 
(and subsequently John Buxton and Sir andrew 
Fountaine in the 1700s), there was a strong tradition 
of amateur architectural practice in the county.95 as 
a prominent family, with roots in norfolk stretching 
back to the fourteenth century, it seems probable 
that the Fountaines would have associated with 
other families from a similar background.96 it is 
particularly likely that Fountaine knew Sir roger 
Pratt, for the two men were connected through the 
inner temple, Sir thomas chicheley and north 
norfolk.

conclusion

where exactly andrew Fountaine Sr. lay on the 
spectrum between the patron with an interest in 
architecture, and practising architect, is unclear. his 
having commissioned two new houses in his lifetime, 
both built according to contemporary taste, when 
his personal finances were tight, demonstrates that 
he had more than a passing interest in architecture. 
the details of his life, and the circles in which 
he moved, mean that a closer involvement in the 
design process is a possibility. as with so many 
late seventeenth-century houses, unless further 
documentary evidence emerges, it is impossible to 
formulate anything beyond a speculative attribution 
as to the architects of Brookmans Park and narford 
hall. as far as andrew Fountaine Sr. is concerned, 
even if more extensive documentary evidence were 
to come to light, establishing the dividing line 
between an enthusiastic patron and an amateur 
architect is notoriously difficult.97 this difficulty is 
compounded in a period when buildings were often, 
in a.P.w. Malcomson’s words, ‘the products of ad 
hoc consultation among gentlemen…informed by 
shared acquaintance with the pattern-books and by 
personal inspection of promising prototypes, and 
then carried into execution by a “judicious builder” 
or architect, whose plans and instructions were in 
turn liable to be either improved or confused by the 
ad-libbing of the individual craftsmen employed 
on the job’.98 the fact that the future Sir andrew 
Fountaine spent his childhood surrounded by 
construction work is also significant. Perhaps an 
early curiosity in architecture was prompted by 
the building activity at Brookmans throughout the 
1680s, an interest then cultivated at eton and christ 
church, oxford, under dean aldrich.
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